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About love, sex and other things taken in a serious way 
According to the UN current statistics, about 60 % young families in developed 

countries divorce, about 70 % young couples cannot give birth to a child, about 50 % 
children are mentally handicapped to some extent, and there are practically no 
completely healthy children. Why do people, males in particular, live so little? This 
presentation is an attempt to identify some reasons causing these problems and 
explain them from different points of view.  

The Woman whose main vital function is reproducing people on the earth 
initially carries a huge amount of power exceptionally necessary for conception, 
bearing and birth of a new life. Being involved in random sexual relations, giving her 
energy away to parasitic representatives of the opposite sex seeking for pleasure and 
entertainment, a woman wastes that sacred energy originally destined for 
reproduction of healthy and mentally developed posterity. This leads to childlessness,  
miscarriages, birth of unhealthy children with either physical, or mental disabilities. 

The same is true with men. Man’s sperm is the seeds of vital energy, strength, 
future life, and eternity. Unconsciously wasting it in frequent chance sexual acts 
males loose that vital power destroying both themselves, and women. 

There is an astonishing mutual dependence between intellectual development and 
sexual experience. It is expressed as ‘8’ where the upper part implies the intellectual 
supply whereas the lower one is the sexual sphere. The size of the upper and lower 
halves are totally personal and can easily be changed depending on the priority of 
values of an individual. Since people’s vital, or psychical energy is single and cannot 
be divided into sexual or mental, waste of this energy in the sexual sphere 
accordingly reduces its volume in the intellectual area. Energy is proved not to 
disappear. Like the invisible energy making a computer or a cell telephone work, the 
seducing energy of sex without love involves more and more males and females in 
seduction leading to waste of this vital energy, intellect, to diseases, depressions and 
early death. Immoral TV and video, drugs, alcohol and tobacco add to the corruptive 
impact on people making them insensible, hardhearted, unfeeling because of 
reduction of their thin functions (feelings and emotions) resulting in roughness of life. 
 
 


